
Bubba And Squirt Big Dig To China: An
Extraordinary Adventure!

Have you ever wondered what it would be like to dig your way to China? Well,
that's exactly what Bubba and Squirt, the adventurous siblings did in their latest
quest. In the incredible children's book "Bubba And Squirt Big Dig To China,"
author Sherry Ellis takes young readers on an exciting journey filled with humor,
friendship, and unexpected challenges.



www.authorsherryellis.com

In this fantastic story, Bubba and Squirt, the lovable characters, uncover a
treasure map in their backyard, leading them to embark on an extraordinary
mission. Fueled by their imagination and determination, the duo first decides to
dig a hole deep enough to reach China, unaware of the surprises that await them
on their path.
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As the pair digs deeper and deeper, encountering peculiar creatures and
landmarks along the way, their resilience and teamwork are put to the test. The
excitement builds as they unearth unexpected artifacts, leading them into a series
of sticky situations. Ellis masterfully weaves humor into the narrative, keeping
young readers entertained while delivering important lessons about friendship
and perseverance.
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With its captivating storyline and vibrant illustrations, "Bubba And Squirt Big Dig
To China" introduces children to the wonders of exploration and encourages them
to dream big. The book sparks their imagination, inspiring them to embark on
their own adventures, be it in the backyard, the park, or even their wildest
fantasies.
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In addition to being an entertaining read, Ellis pays great attention to educational
value. The author cleverly integrates cultural tidbits about China, providing young
readers a taste of its language, history, and traditions. This creates an opportunity
for children to expand their knowledge while indulging in Bubba and Squirt's
escapades.

Through vivid descriptions and engaging writing techniques, Ellis paints a vivid
picture of the landscapes the siblings encounter throughout their journey. From
lush forests to mysterious caves, every scene comes to life, capturing readers'
attention and urging them to join Bubba and Squirt in their extraordinary
adventure.
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The book's relatable characters and fast-paced storyline make it a perfect choice
for children aged 7 to 10. Bubba and Squirt's infectious energy and genuine
friendship will resonate with readers, drawing them into an unforgettable tale of
courage and curiosity.
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Overall, "Bubba And Squirt Big Dig To China" is a delightful and educational
adventure that promises to captivate young readers and awaken their sense of
wonder. It is a must-read for any child seeking an exciting journey filled with
laughter, lessons, and unforgettable memories.
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Read the book here to join Bubba and Squirt in their extraordinary adventure!
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You can’t dig a hole to China!
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Squirt doesn’t believe Bubba can dig a hole to China. But when the hole swallows
them, the kids find themselves in Xi’an, China, surrounded by Terracotta Warriors.

It gets worse when the ghost of the first emperor of China appears. He tells them
they can’t go home until they find his missing pi. The kids don’t know where to
begin until they meet a girl and her grandmother who promise to help find the
pendant.

Soon they realize they are being followed. And they are no closer to finding the
missing pi. Will Bubba and Squirt ever make it back home?
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Have you ever wondered what it would be like to dig your way to China?
Well, that's exactly what Bubba and Squirt, the adventurous siblings did
in their latest quest. In the...
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Discover the Enchanting World of "Downstairs
The Queen Is Knitting"
Long gone are the days when knitting was associated solely with
grandmothers and cozy winter evenings. In the beautiful kingdom of
Doveshire, a secret, captivating venture...
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